In addition to temporal and spatial contributions, multimodal binding is also influenced by association strength and the congruency between stimulus elements. A paradigm was established in which an audio-visual stimulus consisting of four attributes (two visual, two auditory) was presented, followed by questions regarding the specific nature of two of those attributes. We wanted to know how association strength and congruency would modulate the basic effect that responding to same-modality information (two visual or two auditory) would be easier than retrieving different-modality information (one visual and one auditory). In Experiment 1, association strengths were compared across three conditions: baseline, intramodal (100 % association within modalities, thereby benefiting same-modality retrieval), and intermodal (100 % association between modalities, thereby benefiting different-modality retrieval). Association strength was shown to damage responses to same-modality information during intermodal conditions. In Experiment 2, association strength was manipulated identically, but was combined with crossmodally corresponding stimuli (further benefiting differentmodality retrieval). The locus of the effect was again on responses to same-modality information, damaging responding during intermodal conditions but helping responding during intramodal conditions. The potential contributions of association strength and cross-modal congruency in promoting learning between vision and audition are discussed in relation to a potential default within-modality binding mechanism.
Abstract In addition to temporal and spatial contributions, multimodal binding is also influenced by association strength and the congruency between stimulus elements. A paradigm was established in which an audio-visual stimulus consisting of four attributes (two visual, two auditory) was presented, followed by questions regarding the specific nature of two of those attributes. We wanted to know how association strength and congruency would modulate the basic effect that responding to same-modality information (two visual or two auditory) would be easier than retrieving different-modality information (one visual and one auditory). In Experiment 1, association strengths were compared across three conditions: baseline, intramodal (100 % association within modalities, thereby benefiting same-modality retrieval), and intermodal (100 % association between modalities, thereby benefiting different-modality retrieval). Association strength was shown to damage responses to same-modality information during intermodal conditions. In Experiment 2, association strength was manipulated identically, but was combined with crossmodally corresponding stimuli (further benefiting differentmodality retrieval). The locus of the effect was again on responses to same-modality information, damaging responding during intermodal conditions but helping responding during intramodal conditions. The potential contributions of association strength and cross-modal congruency in promoting learning between vision and audition are discussed in relation to a potential default within-modality binding mechanism.
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Statistical learning refers to the successful registration of associative probability in the environment. It is a process that occurs often without awareness (Kim, Seitz, Feenstra, & Shams, 2009 ) and plays a central role in language acquisition, arguably one of the most important instances of human learning. As such, statistical learning has been extensively studied in infants and adults, using both visual and auditory domains (e.g., Fiser & Aslin, 2002; Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996) . Most recently, statistical learning has been extended to audiovisual cases (e.g., Conway & Christiansen, 2006; Mitchel & Weiss, 2011; Robinson & Sloutsky, 2007; van den Bos, Christiansen, & Misyak, 2012; Walk & Conway, 2011) , with particular emphasis on the differential constraints associated with learning associations within and between modalities. For example, Conway and Christiansen pointed out that the learning of multiple grammars can benefit from distinct stimulus delivery: learning two grammars within the same dimension (e.g., visual shape) is considerably worse than learning of two grammars either separated across two different attributes within the same modality (e.g., shape and color in the visual domain) or separated across two different attributes of different modalities (e.g., shape in the visual domain and pitch in the auditory domain). Furthermore, the provision of correlated information in a secondary modality might help associative learning in a primary modality (Kawahara, 2007; Mitchel & Weiss, 2011; Robinson & Sloutsky, 2007; van den Bos et al., 2012) , even when these correlations are arbitrary, such as the relationships between an auditory syllable and visual color (Glicksohn & Cohen, 2013) . In these instances, the use of multiple modalities may serve as a way to make individual grammars more distinctive. Yet, despite these potential benefits, other researchers have observed disadvantages associated with multimodal statistical learning, such as the failure to detect grammar violations, defined by the sequential presentation of triplets divided across multiple modalities (e.g., visual-auditory-visual), relative to triplets defined by a single modality (e.g., visual-visual-visual) . As Walk and Conway stated: "learning statistical associations between two elements may be more difficult when it takes place across two modalities compared to when it occurs within the same modality." Similar costs in transitioning between stimuli from different modalities have also previously been reported by Spence, Nicholls, and Driver (2001) , who showed cross-modal costs (see their "modality-shifting effect") when participants made location discriminations within a block of trials in which targets from one modality were presented more frequently than those from other modalities (e.g., audition 75 %, vision 12.5 %, and tactile 12.5 %).
The failure of statistical learning across audition and vision in the case of Walk and Conway (2011) may be attributed to certain paradigmatic choices, such as presenting unimodal stimuli sequentially rather than presenting multimodal stimuli concurrently. Given that many environmental encounters are in fact multimodal (Mitchel & Weiss, 2011) , the use of unimodal stimuli is not as ecologically valid, and it has been shown that multimodal processing is facilitated through temporal (and spatial) coincidence (i.e., concurrent associations rather than sequential associations; Calvert, Spence, & Stein, 2004; Glicksohn & Cohen, 2013; Seitz, Kim, van Wassenhove, & Shams, 2007) . To address these concerns, a paradigm used to test object-based learning in both visual (Duncan, 1984) and auditory (Dyson & Ishfaq, 2008) domains was applied to a unique audio-visual case. To use an auditory example from Dyson and Ishfaq to introduce the paradigm used in the present study, participants were simultaneously presented with two distinct auditory objects: a tone with defined pitch and frequency modulation (FM), and a noise with defined bandpass and amplitude modulation. At each trial, participants were played the composite sound and required to identify two of the four features on the basis of two prompts. The first prompt was presented after stimulus presentation and provided participants with one of the four dimensions and the two options associated with it (e.g., "LOW[pitch]HIGH"). After responding, participants were presented with a second prompt of the same format but related to a different dimension. On half of the trials, the second prompt interrogated the same object by presenting the only other dimension belonging to it. For example, in sameobject trials, if the first prompt interrogated pitch, then the object in question was the tone, and the only other dimension associated with it was FM (e.g., "NO[warble]YES"). On the other half of the trials, the second prompt interrogated the other object by presenting one of the two dimensions belonging to it. For example, in different-object trials, if the first prompt interrogated pitch (belonging to the tone object), then the other object in question was the noise, and the responding could be based on the nature of the bandpass or amplitude modulation. Importantly, both within-and between-object trials involved task switching, and since all trials were randomized, the critical distinction between same-and different-object trials was only apparent during second-prompt responding. The authors hypothesized that if auditory memory for features also incorporated the object from which the feature came (see Duncan, 1984) , then performance on the second response should be better for within-object trials than for between-object trials, and this was found to be the case.
Thinking about the shared object benefit led to the interpolation that similar benefits should be observed when assessing multiple pieces of information linked by a shared modality. This maneuver was inspired by previous work (e.g., Benjamins, van der Smagt, & Verstraten, 2008 ) that had suggested that some of the constraints associated with processing multiple dimensions and objects are similar to the constraints associated with processing multiple modalities. For example, switching costs between modalities are incurred (e.g., Spence et al., 2001) in the same way that switching costs between dimensions within the same modality are incurred (e.g., Dyson & Quinlan, 2002) , and the joint effect of these costs is subadditive, suggesting some form of interaction (e.g., Sandhu & Dyson, 2013) . Therefore, in the same way that assessing two pieces of information derived from the same object (relative to a different object within the same modality) may be beneficial for processing (Duncan, 1984; Dyson & Ishfaq, 2008; Hecht, Abbs, & Vecera, 2008) , it follows that assessing two pieces of information derived from the same modality (relative to a different object within a different modality) may also be beneficial for processing. Experiment 1 then extended the assumption of a within-object preference to a within-modality preference (Walk & Conway, 2011) .
Against the backdrop of a within-modality preference, we were interested to see whether this preference might be modulated by associative strength. First, a baseline condition was established in order to assess performance in retrieving two pieces of information from the same modality relative to retrieving two pieces of information from different modalities, with the expectation that performance should be better in the former condition. The likelihood of a feature being associated with any other feature in the baseline condition was equiprobable (probabilistic; p=.5). Two additional conditions were developed in which the association strength was either deterministic (p = 1) or probabilistic (p = .5) with respect to predicting features across the different dimensions. The assumption here was that statistical learning should be facilitated under deterministic conditions (van den Bos et al., 2012) . Deterministic associations involved a 100 % match between features from two dimensions: The presentation of Feature A from Dimension 1 was paired with the presentation of Feature C from Dimension 2 on all trials, and the presentation of Feature B from Dimension 1 was paired with the presentation of Feature D from Dimension 2 on all trials. Probabilistic associations involved only a 50 % match between features from two dimensions: The presentation of Feature A from Dimension 1 was paired with Feature C from Dimension 2 for half of the trials and with Feature D from Dimension 2 for half of the trials. Therefore, depending on whether deterministic associations existed either between or within modalities, this would help or hinder the binding of information across vision and audition. In the intramodal conditions, association strength was deterministic during same-modality trials, but probabilistic during different-modality trials. In this respect, association strength was consistent with the expected within-modality preference. In the intermodal conditions, association strength was deterministic during different-modality trials, but probabilistic during same-modality trials. In this respect, association strength was inconsistent with the expected within-modality preference. As a result, we anticipated that the intramodal condition would further promote same-modality responding, whereas the intermodal condition would lead to the promotion of differentmodality responding, potentially overcoming some of the potential constraints associated with multimodal statistical learning (Walk & Conway, 2011) , and perhaps even reversing the same-modality preference.
Experiment 1

Method
Participants Twenty-four undergraduate students (19 female, five male) participated in the study; their mean age was 20.9 years (SD=5.3), and 20 were right-handed. Two additional participants (not included in the final sample) were excluded for error rates exceeding 30 % in any condition. The study was approved for testing by the Research Ethics Board of Ryerson University, and participants received course credit for participation.
Stimuli and apparatus Using SoundEdit 16 (MacroMedia), auditory stimuli of 500-ms high (523 Hz) and low (294 Hz) tones were generated with and without FM (modulation frequency 20 Hz, deviation frequency 20 Hz) to create the presence or absence of a warble. Then, 5-ms linear onset and offset ramps were also applied in order to avoid click. Monaural sounds were presented from free-field speakers (Harman/ Kardon) positioned on either side of a computer monitor as viewed approximately 57 cm away, to best simulate spatial coincidence between the auditory and visual stimuli (Calvert et al., 2004) . Presenting monaural sounds simultaneously to both left and right speakers allowed for the sound to be heard in an aggregated center space (i.e., the computer monitor; see Kubovy & Van Valkenburg, 2001, Fig. 11b ). Hence, both visual and auditory presentation positions were roughly equated in depth, elevation, and azimuth. Using PowerPoint (Microsoft), we created visual stimuli consisting of squares and diamonds presented in either 2-D or 3-D form. The squares were 3.3 cm 2 , and the diamonds were created by rotating the squares 45°counterclockwise (see Fig. 1 ). Presentation of the Fig. 1 In Experiment 1, visual stimulus variation consisted of shape (V1) and depth (V2), and auditory stimulus variation consisted of pitch (A1) and warble (A2). In Experiment 2, the visual stimuli varied in shape (V1) and color (V2), and the auditory stimuli again varied in pitch (A1) and warble (A2) stimuli was controlled by PsyScope (Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt, & Provost, 1993) , and responses were recorded using a PsyScope Button Box. Our confidence that participants could associate audition with vision was increased by the demonstration of successful audio-visual interactions using this setup in previous studies (e.g., Sandhu & Dyson, 2012; Wilbiks & Dyson, 2013) .
Design Experimental blocks of 128 trials each were developed using combinations of the visual dimensions of shape (V1; square, diamond) and depth (V2; 2-D, 3-D), and the auditory dimensions of pitch (A1; low, high) and warble (A2; no, yes). At each trial, a stimulus consisting of four attributes was presented, and participants were required to respond to the specific nature of only two of the attributes following stimulus presentation and prompting (after Dyson & Ishfaq, 2 0 0 8 ) . T h e r e s p o n s e p r o m p t s w e r e "SQUARE[shape]DIAMOND" and "2D[depth]3D" for visual stimuli, and "LOW[pitch]HIGH" and "NO[warble]YES" for auditory stimuli. Responses were made by pressing a button (left or right) that corresponded to the feature that participants believed they had previously seen or heard. Responses for the first prompt constituted each feature (e.g., square, diamond) of each dimension (e.g., V1: shape) presented for 16 trials. For same-modality trials, responses for the second prompt were based on the only other dimension belonging to the modality interrogated at the first prompt (e.g., shape followed by depth [or vice versa], in the case of visual responding, and warble followed by pitch [or vice versa], in the case of auditory responding). For different-modality trials, responses to the second prompt were based on only one of the dimensions from the alternative modality (e.g., shape followed by pitch [or vice versa] and warble followed by depth [and vice versa]). The assignments of the associations between modalities were counterbalanced across participants (e.g., V1 paired with A1 and V2 paired with A2 vs. V1 paired with A2 and V2 paired with A1).
On the basis of this initial design, three conditions were developed and completed in a counterbalanced order: baseline, intramodal, and intermodal. All of the conditions differed in terms of strengthening or weakening of the associations between stimulus dimensions (see Fig. 2 ). In the baseline condition, all possible combinations of the stimuli were orthogonal, meaning that neither same-nor different-modality trials had predictive value. In the intramodal condition, there was predictive (deterministic) value for within-modality associations, but no predictive value (probabilistic) for betweenmodality associations. For example, the feature of A1 (e.g., low pitch) would predict the feature of A2 (e.g., no warble) for same-modality trials, but not the feature of V1 (e.g., the shape could be either square or diamond) for different-modality trials. For the intermodal condition, there was predictive (deterministic) value for between-modality associations but no predictive value (probabilistic) for within-modality associations. For example, the feature of A1 (e.g., low pitch) would predict the feature of V1 (e.g., square shape) for differentmodality trials, but not the feature of A2 (e.g., warble could be either present or absence) for same-modality trials. To avoid the additional contribution of response repetition to cases in which the dimensions were associated, half of the participants completed a version of the task in which the associations predicted the opposite responses (e.g., square [a left-button response] would predict either 3-D or high pitch [both rightbutton responses]).
Procedure Participants were given a tutorial on the different stimuli to ensure adequate discrimination before they completed a practice block consisting of 12 trials taken at random from the baseline condition. Participants then completed one block of 128 trials for each of the three counterbalanced conditions (baseline, intramodal, and intermodal). Each trial (see Fig. 3 ) began with a fixation cross for 500 ms before an audio-visual stimulus was presented for 500 ms. Following the presentation of a blank screen for 500 ms, the first response prompt appeared and remained onscreen until the participant made a response. After each response, there was a checking period for 50 ms before participants were given feedback for 450 ms, in the form of a green cross for a correct response or a red cross for an incorrect response. The second response prompt then appeared until response, and similar feedback was provided before the start of the next trial. Following the procedures of previous studies (Dyson & Ishfaq, 2008) , all trials were randomized, so the distinction between same-and different-modality trials was only apparent during the second response prompt.
Results
The median reaction time (RT) data and mean error rate data were submitted to separate three-way repeated measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs) consisting of the factors Condition (baseline, intramodal, intermodal), Modality (same, different), and Response (first, second) (see Table 1 and Fig. 4 ). 1 Greenhouse-Geisser corrections were used to adjust degrees of freedom (dfs) when the assumption of sphericity had been violated, and Tukey's HSD (p<.05) was used to investigate post-hoc effects. In addition to main effects of modality (p<.001) and response (p<.001), the RT data revealed a significant Modality × Response interaction (p < .001), 1 Concerns regarding the violation of normality in the data set were allayed by carrying out square-root transformations on both the RT and error rate data (including the addition of a +1 constant to observations for which the error rate was 0). The significances of the main effects and interactions generated by this revised ANOVA across both experiments and measures were equivalent to those from our original analysis. indicating that second same-modality trials (747 ms) were faster than second different-modality trials (871 ms), first same-modality trials (919 ms), and first different-modality trials (899 ms). This pattern of data provides evidence for a within-modality preference. An additional Condition× Modality interaction (p<.001) supported the effectiveness of the association manipulation. In addition to other noncritical comparisons, different-modality trials were significantly slower than same-modality trials during the baseline (907 and 834 ms, respectively) and intramodal (890 and 819 ms, respectively) conditions, but not during the intermodal condition (857 and 847 ms, respectively). The equivalence of RTs between same-modality and differentmodality trials during intermodal responding suggests that the within-modality preference can be attenuated when associations are deterministic between modalities but probabilistic within modalities.
Further support for performance modulation as a function of association strength was revealed in the error rate data. In addition to main effects of modality (p=.001) and response (p<.001), similar two-way Modality × Response (p < .001) and Condition × Modality (p<.001) interactions were revealed. In the former case, second different-modality trials (14.78 %) yielded significantly larger error rates than second same-modality trials (10.36 %), first same-modality trials (8.51 %), and first different-modality trials (8.72 %). This is consistent with the RT data in establishing a within-modality preference. Regarding the Condition×Modality interaction, and again similar to the RT data, different-modality trials were significantly more errorful than were same-modality trials during the baseline (12.40 % and 9.53 %, respectively) and intramodal (11.64 % and 7.61 %, respectively) conditions, but not during the intermodal condition (11.21 % and 11.16 %, respectively), where associations were stronger between modalities. Again, the equivalence of performance between same-modality and different-modality trials during intermodal responding suggests that the within-modality preference can be attenuated when associations are deterministic between modalities but probabilistic within modalities. In addition, the error rates for intramodal same-modality trials were significantly smaller than those in all other conditions, apart from baseline same-modality trials.
Most critically, a significant three-way Condition×Modal-ity×Response interaction (p<.001) was also shown. As is shown in the bottom half of Fig. 4 , the Modality×Response interaction is consistent across the baseline and intramodal conditions (in which error rates are largest for second different-modality trials relative to all other cells within that condition), but different in the intermodal condition (in which error rates are larger for both second different-modality and second same-modality trials relative to first responding). In addition to the other noncritical comparisons, we found that second different-modality error rates did not differ significantly across conditions (15.82 % for baseline, 15.26 % for intramodal, and 13.24 % for intermodal), but second samemodality error rates did differ across conditions (10.01 % for Fig. 2 Association mappings in Experiments 1 and 2. In the baseline condition, there was no predictive value for any attribute pairing. In the intramodal condition, attributes had predictive value within the same modality, and in the intermodal condition, attributes had predictive value between modalities. Note that the association between modalities was counterbalanced across participants, such that half of the participants had V1 paired with A1 and V2 paired with A2 (shown here), whereas the other half of the participants had V1 paired with A2 and V2 paired with A1 Fig. 3 Schematic of the procedure for Experiments 1 and 2 baseline, 7.47 % for intramodal, and 13.59 % for intermodal), with the difference between the intramodal and intermodal conditions being significant. Therefore, the three-way interaction was largely carried by variation in same-modality trials (white bars in Fig. 4) and an increase in error rates for second responding during the intermodal condition (13.59 %), where associations were stronger across rather than within modalities, relative to the intramodal condition (7.47 %), where associations were stronger within rather than across modalities.
Discussion
Experiment 1 established a number of key findings. First, the baseline condition confirmed that difficulties associated with retrieving multiple pieces of information from different objects relative to the same object (see Duncan, 1984; Dyson & Ishfaq, 2008; Hecht et al., 2008) extend to the retrieval of multiple pieces of information from different modalities, relative to the same modality (Walk & Conway, 2011) . Second, the data show that participants were sensitive to manipulations Significant ANOVA terms are in bold. The dfs for the error rate C×R interaction were Greenhouse-Geisser corrected to 1.598, 36.750 Fig. 4 Graph to show (a) median reaction time and (b) mean error rate data effects in Experiment 1. Error bars represent standard errors. In the case of the reaction time data, a difference between same-modality and different-modality trials is revealed for second responding, extending the within-object effect found in Dyson and Ishfaq (2008) to a within-modality case. The error rate data also reflect this effect, in addition to the observation that strengthening the associations between audition and vision (intermodal condition) served to damage performance in the samemodality trials, relative to the baseline and intramodal conditions of association strength, in that error rates were different for second responding between intramodal and intermodal conditions. Third, this effect was driven by same-modality rather than different-modality retrieval, revealing that whereas the strengthening of associations within modalities (intramodal condition) benefited same-modality responding, the strengthening of associations between modalities (intermodal condition) did not benefit different-modality responding, but rather disrupted same-modality responding. Thus, Experiment 1 suggested that the mechanism by which statistical learning occurs cross-modally seems to be via the modulation of the degree of within-modality preference. In Experiment 2, we sought to establish whether the use of cross-modal correspondence would work in a similar way to the use of deterministic association strength in intermodal conditions.
Experiment 2
In addition to the promotion of multimodal processing via deterministic association strength, the correspondence between auditory and visual values may also play a role (see Melara & Marks, 1990, Fig. 1; Spence, 2011; Walker & Walker, 2012, for overviews) . For example, structural correspondences such as the brightness of visual stimuli and the loudness of auditory stimuli represent an early form of modality cross-talk, wherein both dimensions are represented by a similar mechanism (such as an increase in neural firing rates) and are thought to require little or no training (Lewkowicz & Turkewitz, 1980) . Later forms of modality cross-talk involve structural and/or semantic components. For example, a picture of a baby crying and a sound of the cries provide semantic congruency, in that both represent the concept of cry, as well as statistical correspondence based on the frequencies of cooccurrence in the environment (Spence, 2011) . In our previous experiment, the visual stimuli consisted of square and diamond shapes in 2-D and 3-D depths, and the auditory stimuli consisted of low and high pitches with or without the presence of a warble. To our knowledge, no preexisting associations existed between these attributes, either intra-or intermodally. To achieve cross-modal correspondence in Experiment 2, the auditory stimuli were as per Experiment 1, but the visual stimuli now varied according to color and shape (see Fig. 1 ). On the basis of previous work, pitch and lightness were expected to correspond (i.e., higher pitch and lighter color, lower pitch and darker color; Mondloch & Maurer, 2004) , as were warble and shape (i.e., purer tones and rounder shapes, vibrato [warble] tones and more angular shapes; Hossain, 2011) . Importantly, we were not aware of any evidence that the pairing of pitch and FM in audition, or the pairing of shape and color in vision, would strengthen within-modality associations. We anticipated that cross-modal correspondences would interact with associative strength in the following ways: In the intramodal condition, association strength and stimulus correspondence would essentially work in opposite directions, since association strength would promote same-modality processing, whereas correspondence would promote different-modality processing. In the intermodal condition, association strength and stimulus correspondence would work together in promoting different-modality retrieval. In the latter condition, we thought it possible that participants might again show a preference for different-modality as opposed to same-modality responding, due to the combination of association strength and stimulus correspondence favoring different-modality retrieval, thereby eliminating the same-modality preference (Walk & Conway, 2011) . Seeking to replicate the findings of Experiment 1, we were once again interested in whether these effects would manifest themselves in the modulation of same-modality or different-modality trials.
Method
Twenty-four undergraduate students (18 female, six male) participated in the study; their mean age was 21.9 years (SD=7.3), and 22 were right-handed. Two additional participants (not included in the final sample) were excluded for error rates exceeding 30 % in any condition. Experiment 2 was identical to Experiment 1 (see Figs. 1, 2, and 3) , apart from the substitution of square and diamond shapes with circle and cloud shapes (V1; circle, cloud), and 2-D and 3-D shapes with white and gray shapes (V2; white, gray). The auditory stimulus attributes remained pitch (A1; low, high) and warble (A2; no, yes).
Results
The data from Experiment 2 were analyzed in an identical manner to those from Experiment 1 (see Table 2 and Fig. 5 ). The RT data replicated the main effects of modality (p<.001) and response (p<.001) and the Modality×Response interaction (p<.001) found in Experiment 1. Here, second samemodality trials (799 ms) showed significant speeding relative to second different-modality trials (965 ms), first samemodality trials (974 ms), and first different-modality trials (985 ms). This once again provides evidence for a withinmodality preference. No other pairwise comparisons were significant.
The error rate data revealed main effects of modality (p=.012) and response (p<.001), in addition to a Modality× Response interaction (p=.029). Second different-modality trials (12.44 %) produced significantly more errors than did first same-modality trials (8.16 %), first different-modality trials (8.49 %), and second same-modality trials (10.02 %). Withinmodality preference was manifest in terms of the lower error rate for second same-modality trials relative to second different-modality trials. Additionally in Experiment 2, second same-modality trials produced more errors than did first same-modality trials. No other pairwise comparisons were significant. A Condition ×Modality interaction (p =.004) showed significantly lower error rates associated with intramodal same-modality trials (7.44 %) relative to all other comparisons, apart from baseline same-modality trials (9.40 %).
These two-way interactions were modulated by a Condition × Modality × Response interaction (p = .019). As in Experiment 1, in addition to other noncritical comparisons, we found that second different-modality error rates did not differ significantly across conditions (13.72 % for baseline, 12.70 % for intramodal, and 10.90 % for intermodal). In contrast, second same-modality error rates did differ across conditions (10.65 % for baseline, 7.32 % for intramodal, and 12.09 % for intermodal), with the difference between the intramodal and intermodal conditions being significant. The direction of this effect was again consistent with the strength of association within each condition: For the intermodal condition, associations between modalities were strengthened, Significant ANOVA terms are in bold. The dfs for the error rate C×R interaction were Greenhouse-Geisser corrected to 1.453, 33.417 
Discussion
Despite the attempts to introduce the additional factor of cross-modal correspondence to further promote multimodal binding, the data from Experiment 2 replicated the main findings of Experiment 1. Notably, a general preference for the processing of information derived from the same modality as opposed to different modalities was observed in both RTs and error rates, with second responses being both slower and less accurate when retrieval was split across vision and audition, relative to being maintained within a modality. Moreover, participants appeared sensitive to the association strength between stimulus attributes, in that error rates for same-modality responding were reduced when their association strength was deterministic (intramodal condition) rather than probabilistic (intermodal condition). Again, as in Experiment 1, the effects of association strength were carried by the modulation of same-modality rather than different-modality trials. As a further assessment of the limited contribution of stimulus congruency, cross-experimental analyses confirmed that the error rate data were unchanged by experiments (all interactions with experiment: ps>.124). Although the RT data revealed an interaction between experiment, condition, and modality (p=.005), note that RTs were slower overall in Experiment 2; therefore, this interaction is unlikely to be meaningful. Our failure to find a modulation of audio-visual statistical learning as a function of cross-modal correspondence does not negate previous research that has shown such effects (Glicksohn & Cohen, 2013) , and indeed, design features associated with our particular expressions of crossmodal correspondence might have mitigated the effect (see below).
General discussion
In the present study, we set out to explore the joint contributions of association strength and cross-modal correspondence on the development of multimodal stimuli. In both Experiments 1 and 2, participants were presented with multidimensional visual and auditory stimuli and were asked to retrieve two pieces of information from either the same modality or different modalities. In accordance with the previous unimodal literature supporting more efficient responding for same-versus different-object performance (e.g., Duncan, 1984; Dyson & Ishfaq, 2008; Garner, 1976; Hecht et al., 2008) , more efficient responding for same-modality versus different-modality performance was established in Experiment 1 (Walk & Conway, 2011) . Importantly, this effect was established in a baseline condition, in which the strength of associations was probabilistic both within and between modalities (ps=.5; van den Bos et al., 2012) . Therefore, the data reflect a default type of organization in which information within modalities appears to have preferential links, relative to information between modalities.
With this basic effect established, we additionally sought to investigate whether and how this within-modality preference could be manipulated by associative strength. Using deterministic associations (p=1; van den Bos et al., 2012) for samemodality (intramodal) and different-modality (intermodal) relationships across separate conditions, error rates varied in the expected direction: Performance was more accurate for samemodality trials during an intramodal relative to an intermodal condition. Thus, the ease with which information from the same modality can be categorized is facilitated when the feature of one dimension (e.g., square shape) perfectly predicts the feature of the other dimension (e.g., 2-D depth). However, when the feature of one dimension in one modality (e.g., square shape in vision) perfectly predicts the feature of another dimension in a second modality (e.g., low pitch in audition), the effect is driven not by the facilitation of different-modality responding, but by interference in samemodality responding. The same effects were also observed in Experiment 2, and are important for a number of reasons. First, the data confirm that any inherent preference for learning stimulus relationships within the same modality may be default but not necessarily mandatory (see Yeari & Goldsmith, 2006 , and, Chen & Cave, 2008 , for similar discussions in the context of visual objects). This is evidenced by the equivalence of the error rates for second responding between sameand different-modality trials in intermodal conditions (see Figs. 4 and 5) . Second, attempts to facilitate betweenmodality processing were revealed not by improvements in between-modality responding, but by degradation in samemodality responding. This suggests a potentially interesting cognitive constraint, in that the inability to rely on the strength of association within the same modality (as in the intermodal condition) does not result in the compensatory reliance on associations between different modalities. In this respect, processes related to same-and different-modality responding are not necessarily antagonistic, and may in fact be independent from one another. This finding is also notable due to the demonstration of associative (statistical) learning through nontraditional means. First, one might have expected second responses on different-modality trials in the intermodal condition to be improved as a result of statistical optimization and/or cross-modal correspondence, but the effects were manifest by worsening second responses on same-modality trials during intermodal responding. Evidence of statistical learning is usually characterized by improvement in the learned domain rather than by deterioration in the unlearned domain. In this respect, the findings provide evidence for an alternative look at manifestations of learning. Second, the paradigm integrated traditionally separated familiarization and test phases (e.g., Turk-Browne, Isola, Scholl, & Treat, 2008) . Usually, participants are exposed to statistical patterns in a primary phase of the study and then tested on the familiarity of both old and new patterns in a second phase of the study. By using a continuous categorization task in the present paradigm, we provided a conservative estimate of learning. This is because at the start of the condition, participants would only be acquiring statistical associations between features, and only at the end of the condition would some of these associations be registered. Therefore, by averaging performance across the entire condition, we probably included trials in which learning had not yet begun. However, a comparison of the first-and second-half performance for error rates in the intermodel condition in Experiment 2 failed to reveal significant effects for condition half (all ps>.130).
A second aim of the experiments was to examine the additional contribution of cross-modal correspondence (e.g., Spence, 2011; Walker & Walker, 2012) in promoting learning across modalities. To this end, Experiment 2 took advantage of the potential relationships between auditory pitch and visual brightness (Mondloch & Maurer, 2004) and between auditory warble and visual shape (Hossain, 2011) . The absence of any additional contribution from these cross-modal correspondences is curious, given some previous research suggesting that even an arbitrary relationship between vision and audition may be sufficient to bootstrap associations across modalities (van den Bos et al., 2012) . However, there are a number of possible reasons for the absence of this effect. First, it appeared that relatively large-scale differences between stimulus attributes (e.g., visual size and auditory pitch) must be in place before relatively small cross-modal correspondence effects can be observed (e.g., 15 ms, in the case of Evans & Treisman, 2010) . This reminds us that establishing cross-modal associations can be rather difficult (Conway & Christiansen, 2006; Walk & Conway, 2011) and that the discriminability of the various levels of each stimulus dimension may need to be examined in closer detail. It is possible that even though participants could distinguish between the various levels of the stimulus dimensions used in the present study, the associations were not salient enough to create links between vision and audition. The seminal work of Garner (1976) and the distinction between separable and integral combinations of dimensions will be germane in future work. In particular, using within-modality relations that formally lack interaction (separable) and using between-modality relations that do show evidence of interaction (integral) may go some way toward further promoting the development of multimodal objects (Dyson & Quinlan, 2010; Grau & Kemler Nelson, 1988) . Second, not all participants were presented with cases of cross-modal correspondence in Experiment 2. As we noted in the design, the between-modality associations were counterbalanced, such that half of the participants experienced pitch-shape and warble-brightness pairs. These are two cross-modal pairings that, to our knowledge, have no known correspondence. Consequently, the effect of congruency in Experiment 2 was weaker than in traditional manipulations of cross-modal correspondence and served as a more conservative measure of cross-modal congruency. Future studies should consider the ways in which cross-modal correspondence can be achieved without response-based accounts (such as when stimulus associations are orthogonal to responding). Despite a broad match on the depth and elevation dimensions, concern could also be raised over a potential discrepancy on the azimuth (visual stimuli presented centrally on a computer screen, auditory stimuli presented peripherally via external speakers). Given the complexity of the visual stimuli required for this study, computer monitor presentation was deemed necessary. Yet although presenting monaural sounds simultaneously to both left and right speakers should result in the sounds being heard in an aggregated center space, precise 3-D spatial congruency has been established in previous studies with simple visual stimuli such as light-emitting diodes built into an array of speakers (see Kristjánsson, Thorvaldsson, & Kristjánsson, 2014; Spence & Driver, 1997) . Cross-modal correspondence might also be strengthened by improving the spatial correspondence between auditory and visual signals. Nevertheless, the data above show that the promotion of statistical regularities across vision and auditory might not actually facilitate between-modality processing, but might actually damage a default, but not mandatory, preference for the binding of within-modality information.
